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Cosmos Laundromat - First Cycle
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Blender Cycles
 Blender is an open source 3D creation
suite. It has two render engines: Blender
Internal and Cycles.
 Cycles is a raytracing based render
engine with support for interactive
rendering, shading node system, and
texture workflow.

Cosmos Laundromat - First Cycle

Cosmos Laundromat - First Cycle
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Difference between offline and interactive rendering
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Cycles is internal plugin (Extending Python w. C++)
//blender/intern/cycles/blender/blender_python.cpp
static PyMethodDef methods[] = {
//...
{ "render", render_func, METH_O, "" },
{ "bake", bake_func, METH_VARARGS, "" },
{ "draw", draw_func, METH_VARARGS, "" },
//...
{ NULL, NULL, 0, NULL },
};
//blender/intern/cycles/blender/blender_python.cpp
static struct PyModuleDef module = {
PyModuleDef_HEAD_INIT,
"_cycles",
"Blender cycles render integration",
-1,
methods,
NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL
};
//blender/source/blender/python/intern/bpy_interface.c
static struct _inittab bpy_internal_modules[] = {
{ "mathutils", PyInit_mathutils },
//...
{ "_cycles", CCL_initPython },
//...
{ NULL, NULL }
};

//blender/intern/cycles/blender/blender_session.cpp
void BlenderSession::render() {
//...
BL::RenderSettings r = b_scene.render();
//...
}
//blender/intern/cycles/blender/blender_python.cpp
static PyObject *render_func(PyObject * /*self*/, PyObject *value) {
BlenderSession *session = (BlenderSession*)PyLong_AsVoidPtr(value);
//...
session->render();
//...
Py_RETURN_NONE;
}
//blender/intern/cycles/blender/blender_python.cpp
void *CCL_initPython() {
PyObject *mod = PyModule_Create(&ccl::module);
//...
return (void*)mod;
}
//blender/intern/cycles/blender/addon/engine.py
def render(engine) :
import _cycles
if hasattr(engine, "session") :
_cycles.render(engine.session)

More at: http://intermediate-and-advanced-software-carpentry.readthedocs.io/en/latest/c++-wrapping.html
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Rendering Equation
𝐿𝑜 𝑥, 𝜔𝑜 = 𝐿𝑒 𝑥, 𝜔𝑜 +

𝐿𝑖 (𝑥, 𝜔𝑖 )𝑓𝑟 (𝑥, 𝜔𝑖 , 𝜔𝑜 )(𝜔𝑖 ⋅ 𝑛) 𝑑𝜔𝑖
Ω

 ωo is direction of outgoing ray
 ωi is direction of incoming ray

ω0

ωi

 Lo is spectral radiance emitted by the source
from point x in direction ωo
 Le is emitted spectral radiance from point x
in direction ωo

X

 Ω is the unit hemisphere in direction of normal
vector n with center in x, over which we integrate

 Li is spectral radiance coming inside to x in direction ωi,
 fr(x, ωi, ωo) is distribution function of the image
(BRDF) in point x from direction ωi to direction ωo,
 ωi · n is angle between ωi and surface normal.

Diffuse

The Cycles Encyclopedia

Glossy
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Path tracing

Light

se
Diffu

Came
ra

 For each pixel a ray is cast into a scene.

0

 A ray from a camera hits a glossy
surface (0), then a diffuse surface (1),
and it bounces into a random direction.

 This process is repeated by
the value of samples.

1

Pixel

Result
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 The mean value of all samples
is used for the color of the pixel.

Object

The Cycles Encyclopedia
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Intensity

 The color of the ray is calculated
depending on all materials of the
surfaces.
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Quasi Monte Carlo and Sobol sequence


One technique for approximating the d-dimensional integral
𝐼𝑑 𝑓 =
0,1 𝑑



1
𝑓(𝑥) 𝑑𝑥 ≈
𝑁

𝑁

𝑓(𝑥𝑖 )
𝑖=1

Sobol [1976] showed that a Sobol sequence used
to approximate a d-dimensional integral possesses
property A if and only if
𝑑𝑒𝑡 𝑉𝑑 = 1 𝑚𝑜𝑑 2 ,



where 𝑉𝑑 is the d x d binary matrix defined by
𝑣1,1,1
⋮
𝑉𝑑 =
𝑣1,𝑑,1

⋯ 𝑣𝑑,1,1
⋱
⋮
⋯ 𝑣𝑑,𝑑,1

//blender/intern/cycles/render/sobol.cpp
#define SOBOL_MAX_NUMBER 32
#define SOBOL_MAX_DIMENSIONS 21201
typedef struct SobolDirectionNumbers {
uint d, s, a;
uint m[SOBOL_MAX_NUMBER];
} SobolDirectionNumbers;
static SobolDirectionNumbers
SOBOL_NUMBERS[SOBOL_MAX_DIMENSIONS-1] = {
{2, 1, 0, {1}},
{3, 2, 1, {1, 3}},
{4, 3, 1, {1, 3, 1}},
{5, 3, 2, {1, 1, 1}},
{6, 4, 1, {1, 1, 3, 3}},
{7, 4, 4, {1, 3, 5, 13}},
{8, 5, 2, {1, 1, 5, 5, 17}},
{9, 5, 4, {1, 1, 5, 5, 5}},
{10, 5, 7, {1, 1, 7, 11, 19}},
{11, 5, 11, {1, 1, 5, 1, 1}},
{12, 5, 13, {1, 1, 1, 3, 11}},
{13, 5, 14, {1, 3, 5, 5, 31}},
{14, 6, 1, {1, 3, 3, 9, 7, 49}},
{15, 6, 13, {1, 1, 1, 15, 21, 21}},
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POSIX Threads in Blender
Blender Thread

Session Thread

Device Threads

Blender Scene
Sync Tag
Update

Scene

Draw

Device
Update

Device Scene

Display
Buffer

https://wiki.blender.org/index.php/Dev:Source/Render/Cycles/Threads
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POSIX Threads in Blender
Blender Thread

Session Thread

Device Threads

Blender Scene
Sync Tag
Update

Scene

Draw

Device
Update

Device Scene

Display
Buffer

https://wiki.blender.org/index.php/Dev:Source/Render/Cycles/Threads
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CPU rendering
in original code
(Pthreads)

CPUDevice

CPUDevice

KernelData
cam, background, integrator
(emission, bounces, sampler),
...

KernelTextures
bvh, objects, triangles, lights,
particles, sobol_directions,
texture_images, ...

const_copy_to

tex_alloc
tex_free

buffer, rng_state

mem_alloc
mem_free
mem_copy_from
mem_copy_to

ONE NODE
MEM
CPU

Pthreads

CPUDevice
decompose task
to subtasks

TILES
STACK
thread_run
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CPU rendering
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texture_images, ...
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TILES
STACK
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CPU rendering in original code (Pthreads)
The decomposition of synthesized image with resolution x(r) x y(r) to tiles with size x(t) x y(t)
by original implementation. The one tile is computed by one POSIX thread on one CPU
core for x(t) x y(t) pixels. This is an example of CPU4.
decompose to tiles

ONE NODE
CPU (4cores)
2

3

1x tile
1x core
1x thread
xt*yt pixels

yt

TILES
STACK

yt

yr

1

xr

xt

xt
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CyclesPhi
We have modified the kernel of the Blender Cycles rendering engine and then
extended its capabilities to support the HPC environment. We call this version the
CyclesPhi and it supports following technologies:
 OpenMP
 MPI
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Parallelization for
multicore CPUs
using OpenMP

OMPDevice

OMPDevice

KernelData
cam, background, integrator
(emission, bounces, sampler),
...

KernelTextures
bvh, objects, triangles, lights,
particles, sobol_directions,
texture_images, ...

const_copy_to

tex_alloc
tex_free

buffer, rng_state

mem_alloc
mem_free
mem_copy_from
mem_copy_to

ONE NODE
MEM
CPU

OMPDevice
decompose task
to subtasks

OpenMP

thread_run
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Parallelization for
multicore CPUs
using OpenMP

OMPDevice

OMPDevice

KernelData
cam, background, integrator
(emission, bounces, sampler),
...

KernelTextures
bvh, objects, triangles, lights,
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texture_images, ...
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buffer, rng_state
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ONE NODE
MEM
CPU

OMPDevice
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to subtasks

OpenMP

thread_run
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Parallelization for multicore CPUs using OpenMP
(offline+interactive)
 xr x yr – image resolution, xo x yo = 1 x 1 size of pixel
One node
CPU

yt

yt

#pragma omp parallel for
schedule(dynamic, 1)

y0

loop over each pixel

xt

CPU-OpenMP

xt

x0
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Parallelization for
multicore CPUs
using OpenMP

OMPDevice

OMPDevice

KernelData
cam, background, integrator
(emission, bounces, sampler),
...

KernelTextures
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particles, sobol_directions,
texture_images, ...

const_copy_to

tex_alloc
tex_free

buffer, rng_state

mem_alloc
mem_free
mem_copy_from
mem_copy_to

ONE NODE
MEM
CPU

OMPDevice
decompose task
to subtasks

OpenMP

thread_run
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Parallelization for multicore CPUs using OpenMP
(offline + interactive)
#pragma omp parallel for schedule(dynamic, 1)
for (int i = 0; i < size; i++) {
if (*reqFinished != 0)
continue;
int y = i / tile_w;
int x = i - y * tile_w;
for (int sample = start_sample; sample < end_sample; sample++) {
kernel_path_trace(/*buffer, rng_state, ...*/);
}
if (rgba_byte_bin != NULL) {
float sample_scale = 1.0f / (sample + 1.0f);
if (is_rgba_float)
omp_convert_to_half_float(/*buffer, ...*/);
else
omp_film_convert_byte(/*buffer, ...*/);
}
}
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Message Passing Interface (MPI)
MPI_Scatter



#include <mpi.h>



MPI_Init / MPI_Init_thread, MPI_Finalize



MPI_Comm_size, MPI_Comm_rank



MPI_Send / MPI_Isend, MPI_Recv / MPI_Irecv



MPI_Bcast, MPI_Gather(v), MPI_Scatter(v)

0

0

1

1

2

3

2

3

MPI_Gather

MPI_Bcast

0

0

0

2

3

1

0
http://mpitutorial.com/tutorials
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Rendering using OpenMP and MPI
Node 1
CPU
Blender client
Node 0

OpenMP

CPU
MPI
Blender

7D Enhanced
hypercube Infiniband
network

Blender client
OpenMP
CPU
Node n
https://docs.it4i.cz/salomon/network-1
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Offline rendering
using OpenMP
and MPI

KernelData
cam, background, integrator
(emission, bounces,
sampler), ...

KernelTextures
bvh, objects, triangles, lights,
particles, sobol_directions,
texture_images, ...
tex_alloc
tex_free

const_copy_to 1

Bcast

7D Enhanced hypercube
Infiniband network

NODE

Client
Communication
Loop (1 thread)
6
OpenMP
Render loop

Bcast
Gatherv
Scatterv

5
8
Blender
Scene Sync Tag
Update
Blender
Thread

Scene
Session
Thread

Device
Update

7

Bcast

2

buffer, rng_state
mem_alloc 3
mem_free
mem_copy_to 4
Bcast

1 Send KernelData (ex. camera properties) to all
nodes with Bcast
2 Send KernelTextures (ex. triangles) to all nodes
with Bcast
3 Send the information about the size of buffer
(rendered pixels) and size of rng_state (random
number generator state) to all nodes with Bcast
4 Send the initial values of rng_state to all nodes
with Bcast
5 Start rendering with Bcast message
6 Read the current
results from node and
MPI Device
send the buffer to root
Communication
with Gatherv
Loop (1 thread)
7 Send new jobs to
clients with Scatterv
Device Threads
8 View results in Blender

Blender
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Offline rendering using OpenMP and MPI
while (true) {
//receive sample from client
MPI_Gatherv(/*...*/);
//receive the computed row from client
MPI_Gatherv(/*...*/);
//receive rendered row from client
MPI_Gatherv(/*...*/);
//check the work of client and generate new job
int min_count = end_sample;
for (int i = 0; i < dev_count; i++) {
if (min_count > sample_finished[i])
min_count = sample_finished[i];
if (sample_finished[i] == end_sample)
reqJob[i] = tile_y_node++;
else
reqJob[i] = -1;
}
//refresh view
task.update_progress(&tile);
//send job to client
MPI_Scatterv(/*...*/);
//check all finished job and quit
if (reqFinished != 0) break;
}

omp_set_nested(1); //need for omp_parallel in omp_parallel
#pragma omp parallel num_threads(2) {
#pragma omp single nowait {
#pragma omp task {
while (reqFinished == 0) {
#pragma omp flush
if (omp_path_trace_req != 0) {
#pragma omp parallel for schedule(dynamic, 1)
for (int i = 0; i < size; i++) {
/*...*/
kernel_path_trace(/*...*/);
}
omp_path_trace_req = 0;
}
usleep(100);
} }
#pragma omp task {
while (true) {
MPI_Gatherv(/*...*/); //send sample to root
MPI_Gatherv(/*...*/); //send the computed row to root
MPI_Gatherv(/*...*/); //send rendered row to root
MPI_Scatterv(/*...*/); //receive job to client
if (reqJob >= 0) omp_path_trace_req = 1; //check/start new job
if (reqFinished != 0) break;
} } } #pragma omp taskwait }
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Interactive
rendering using
OpenMP and MPI

KernelData
cam, background, integrator
(emission, bounces,
sampler), ...

KernelTextures
bvh, objects, triangles, lights,
particles, sobol_directions,
texture_images, ...
tex_alloc
tex_free

const_copy_to 1

Bcast

7D Enhanced hypercube
Infiniband network

NODE

Client
OpenMP
Render loop

6
Bcast
Gatherv

5
7
Blender
Scene Sync Tag
Update
Blender
Thread

Scene
Session
Thread

Device
Update

Bcast

2

buffer, rng_state
mem_alloc 3
mem_free
mem_copy_to 4
Bcast

1 Send KernelData (ex. camera properties) to all
nodes with Bcast
2 Send KernelTextures (ex. triangles) to all nodes
with Bcast
3 Send the information about the size of buffer
(rendered pixels) and size of rng_state (random
number generator state) to all nodes with Bcast
4 Send the initial values of rng_state to all nodes
with Bcast
5 Start rendering with Bcast message
6 Read the results from
node and send the
buffer to root with
MPI Device
Gatherv
7 View results in Blender
Device Threads

Blender
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Interactive rendering using OpenMP and MPI

///////////////////////server////////////////////////
//start rendering
mpi_path_trace(/*...*/);
//receive rendered row from client
MPI_Gatherv(/*...*/);
//refresh view
task.update_progress(&tile);

///////////////////////client////////////////////////
#pragma omp parallel for schedule(dynamic, 1)
for (int i = 0; i < size; i++) {
/*...*/
kernel_path_trace(/*...*/);
}
MPI_Gatherv(/*...*/); //send rendered row to root
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camera view

deploy to nodes

decompose to rows
MPI

yr

1

xr
camera view

xr

decompose to tiles

yt

yr

xr

4

one row to one node
deploy to nodes
MPI

xr

CPU

yt

TILES
STACK

2

1

2

CPU

4

one tile to one node
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Benchmark (Tatra T87, House, Worm)
 The benchmark was run on one computing node of the Salomon supercomputer
equipped with two Intel Xeon E5-2680v3 CPUs

Tatra T87

Tatra T87 by David Cloete

House

Pabellon Barcelona by Claudio Andres

Worm

Cosmos Laundromat - First Cycle
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Performance comparison OMP with original render
1600

1506

1435

1400

Time in seconds

1200
1035
1000

975
CPU24

800

600

OMP24
494

451

400
200
0
Tatra T87

House

Worm
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Benchmark Tatra T87
 The benchmark was run on 1-64
computing nodes of the Salomon
supercomputer equipped with two
Intel Xeon E5-2680v3 CPUs
 Tatra T87 has 1.2 million triangles
and uses the HDRI lighting.
 Resolution: 1920x1080
Samples: 1024 (offline)
Samples: 1 (interactive)
Tatra T87 by David Cloete
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Benchmark Tatra T87: Strong Scalability MPI Test
(offline)
1000

OMP - 24 threads

linear

Time in seconds

494
250

100

126
59
30

10

15
8

1
1

2

4

8

16

32

64

Number of nodes
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Benchmark Tatra T87: Strong Scalability MPI Test
(interactive)
1000

OMP - 24 threads

linear

Time in milliseconds

750
370
180

100

89
43
22

10

14

1
1

2

4

8

16

32

64

Number of nodes
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